The performance and
appeal patients want
DreamStation offers a sleek, low-profile design. Its vibrant color screen displays daily
progress and features easy-to-use menus.
Dreamstation’s top-mounted humidifier hose swivel and front-facing display make it
easy for patients to operate while lying down or sitting up in bed. And, it’s small and
light, making it easy to pack for travel.
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The DreamStation PAP is 30% smaller
than the Airsense10 PAP.* †

The DreamStation PAP is 39%
lighter than the Airsense10 PAP.* †

The DreamStation PAP is 63% quieter
than ResMed Airsense10.** †
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Hear it from DreamStation users

Good-looking piece of
equipment! It’s modern
looking, doesn’t look like
a medical machine. It’s
quieter, too.

I liked it as soon as I opened it! I liked
the way it was laid out and I liked the
size of it — it was small, easy to fit on a
table along with a lamp and my phone.

*Philips internal comparison, 2015, data on file.
**Based on the average change in sound level during simulated patient breathing, across a range of pressure, expiratory relief, and humidifier conditions.
†Does not apply to non-invasive ventilation products

Insight-driven
innovation
Intuitive menu system
Graphics based menu
inspired by smartphone
navigation for ease of use

Top-mounted hose outlet
Swivel outlet rotates 180˚
for freedom of movement

Detachable humidifier
The humidifier separates
to travel even lighter

Ambient light sensor
Automatically adjusts
screen brightness for
daytime or nighttime
viewing

Simplified design
Easy access to water
chamber for filling
and cleaning

Two-step air
filtration system
Ultra-fine filter
provides additional
filtration of very fine
particles

Integrated Bluetooth
Wirelessly connects
with DreamMapper or
Alice NightOne portable
sleep diagnostic system
Daily progress feedback
Displays previous 3
nights therapy results
to track progress

SD Card and
compliance codes
Easily share sleep data
with the care team

